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ABSTRACT: Partitioning and sorting particles, including mole-
cules, cells and organisms, is an essential prerequisite for a diverse
range of applications. Here, we describe a very economical
microfluidic platform (built from parts costing about U.S. $6800
for a stand-alone system or U.S. $3700, when mounted on an
existing fluorescence microscope connected to a computer) to sort
droplets, cells and embryos, based on imaging data. Valves
operated by a Braille display are used to open and close
microfluidic channels, enabling sorting at rates of >2 Hz.
Furthermore, we show microfluidic 8-way sorting for the first
time, facilitating the simultaneous separation and collection of
objects with diverse characteristics/phenotypes. Due to the high
flexibility in the size of objects that can be sorted, the low cost, and
the many possibilities enabled by imaging technology, we believe
that our approach nicely complements existing FACS and μFACS technology.

Since the development of cell sorting almost 5 decades ago,1,2

the diversity and breadth of its applications have dramatically
increased, to the point where it is an essential workhorse of basic
and clinical research today (a good overview on technology can
be found in a previous review3). Modern fluorescence activated
cell sorting (FACS) instruments have a throughput of several
10 000 cells per second and enable the analysis of samples in
many fluorescence channels simultaneously. However, these
instruments are not well-suited for the sorting of very limited
material (e.g., patient biopsies or other primary cells).
Furthermore, the size and type of objects that can be sorted is
limited, excluding, for example, aqueous microdroplets sur-
rounded by oil, which have become a powerful format for
screening applications.4−6

Microfluidic sorters nicely complement conventional bench-
top equipment, as they can overcome these limitations (reviewed
extensively elsewhere7). They can be based on dielectropho-
resis,8 valves,9 optics,10 acoustics11 or electric stream deflec-
tion12,13 and even enable the use of imaging data for making
sorting decisions,14−16 as long as transparent polymer chips are
used. Microfluidic technology has also been integrated into
commercial cell sorters such as the Cube 8 (Sysmex), the
Fishman-R (On-chip Biotechnologies), the Wolf Cell Sorter
(Nanocellect), and the MACSQuant Tyto (Myltenyi). These
instruments enable cell sorting in different fluorescence channels,
at very high throughput and with high sensitivity. However, while
microfluidics has been successfully applied to the sorting of
droplets, cells, and multicellular organisms, no universal device
enabling the sorting of all of these objects had been described yet.
We present here a uniquely universal device, which has the

further advance of enabling 8-way sorting. This not only allows

sorting for fundamentally different characteristics (such as
droplets of entirely different colors), but also enables the
separate collection of objects showing incrementally different
signal intensities (e.g., different fluorescence levels). Further-
more, the system has been assembled entirely from low cost
electronic and optic modules, thus representing an easily
affordable instrument for any laboratory. We believe this
represents an interesting complement to existing FACS
technology, especially for applications in which the throughput
is not crucial.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fluidic Setup. For all experiments except the sorting of
colored droplets, we used an Omano microscope (OM 118-M3)
with 4× and 10× objectives. Imaging with a resolution of 656 ×
494 pixels was done using a Guppy F-033 B/C camera (Allied
Vision Technologies) at a frame rate of 58 Hz. Pixel values within
the region of interest (ROI) were processed using LabVIEW. For
sorting colored droplets, a pluggable USB 2.0 microscope with
1× magnification (Microcapture Inc.) was used and RGB values
rather than pixel values were processed. The Braille unit was
purchased from KGS (Extra Corp. Japan). HW30 tubing
(AdTech Polymer Engineering Ltd.) with internal diameter of
0.32 mm and 0.23 mmwall thickness was used for connecting the
sorting chip to the valve chip. A biopsy punch with 0.75 mm
diameter (Harris Unicore) was used for punching inlet and outlet
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connection holes into the PDMS chips. For exciting the
fluorescent dyes, a Luxeon Rebel LED was used. The intensity
of the LED was controlled by using an NI-DAQ 6009 device and
LabVIEW software regulating the applied voltage (0−5 V). A
488 nm excitation filter and a 530/43 nmBrighLine HC emission
filter (AHF Analysentechnik AG) were used for the fluorescence
detection of Calcein-AM green and fluorescein. Al-4000 syringe
pumps (World Precision Instruments) were used for infusing the
aqueous and oil phases into the chip. For color sorting, food dye
powder (European OGD Ltd.) was dissolved in water to a final
concentration of 3.3 mM for seven different colors (Table S3).
100 μM fluorescein was used for droplet sorting. For all the
experiments, 1 mL BD syringes (diameter of 4.784 mm) and 26
gauge BD needles were used.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Working Principle. Our system is based on valves actuated

by a refreshable Braille display. It comprises of 64 individually
controllable pins, which can be either in an “up” or “down”
position, thus enabling closing or opening of channels in
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chips mounted on top of the
Braille unit (Figure 1). The entire system is very compact and

highly cost efficient compared to pneumatic solenoid valves
systems. Previous studies have applied Braille units for cell
manipulation and analysis;17,18 however, until now they have
never been used for cell sorting. To achieve this, we implemented
two features: (i) we infused all liquids using external pumps
rather than exploiting peristaltic motion of the pins. This allows
much higher flow rates and ensures smooth operation without
pulsing effects. (ii) We separated the sorting junction and the
valves. This is necessary as the valves are just above the opaque
Braille display, thus preventing imaging of this region. To
overcome this limitation, we used a sorting chip connected to a
second “valving chip” via polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
tubing. Due to the elastic nature of PDMS, the tubing and the
microfluidic chip form a tight seal. Furthermore, since liquids are
incompressible, closing off the channels at a distance down-
stream of the sorting junction is sufficient to switch liquid
streams without significant delay. In consequence, the geometry
and design of the sorting chip is completely independent of the
valve function and can be easily modified for particular
applications (e.g., based on the size of the objects to be sorted).
In contrast, the more complex valving chip, which has to be
precisely aligned with the Braille pins (leaving less freedom for

Figure 1.Microfluidic sorter. Experimental setup of the device with the sorting chip (red zoom in) and the valving chip (mounted on Braille pins; blue
zoom in). The channels of the valving chip are aligned with the Braille pins below. Orange and blue circles depict the inlets and outlets of the chip,
respectively.
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design modifications) and whose depth is limited by the use of
positive photoresist (required for preparing rounded channels
that can be closed off completely), is the same for all applications,
thus ensuring a high flexibility of the system.
The Braille unit itself is powered and operated using a custom-

made controller, enabling valve-switching within just 20 ms using
customized LabVIEW software. Imaging is performed using a
simple microscope equipped with a fire-wire camera, an

additional 470 nm LED as light source, a 488 nm cleanup filter
for specific blue excitation, and a 530 nm filter for green light
emission. The LabVIEW software performs real-time processing
of red, green, and blue (RGB) values of objects passing a line,
which is the sorting region and sends commands to the Braille
display for opening and closing the respective channels.

Droplet Sorting. To test the performance of the system, we
first focused on the sorting of fluorescent droplets. We generated

Figure 2. Two-way sorting of fluorescent droplets. (A) AutoCAD design of the 2-way sorting chip. Orange and blue circles depict the inlets and outlets
of the chip, respectively. (B) Generation of alternating fluorescence positive (100 μM fluorescein) and negative droplets (blue dye in PBS) using a
geometry as shown in part A. The red colored square depicts the droplet production zone and the blue colored square depicts the droplet detection and
sorting zone. (C) Time-lapse imaging of 2-way droplet sorting. Fluorescence intensities are continuously measured at the region of interest (green line)
and processed. A threshold is set, and every droplet exceeding the threshold is sorted to collection (below), while fluorescence negative droplets are
sorted into the waste (above). Active sorting was performed by connecting the outlets of sorting chip to the inlets of the valving chip via an 8 cm piece of
tubing (location of valves as described in Figure 1). The outlets of the collection and waste channels can be connected to wells of a 96-well plate for
further analysis of the sorted fractions (as shown on the right in part A).

Table 1. Sorting Statistics

sorting type
total number of sorted

objects
throughput

[Hz]
percentage positives/negatives in

collection channel [%]
percentage positives/negatives in

waste channel [%]

droplets (2-way) 1044 1.36 ∼100/0 2.6/97.4
fluorescein droplets (2-way) 12.5 vs 15 μM 524 2.10 ∼100/0 99.8/0.2
fluorescein droplets (2-way) 450 vs
500 μM

490 2.41 99.4/0.6 0/∼100

color droplets (8-way) (see Supporting
Data)

143 0.03 98.9/1.1 3.1/96.9

fluorescein droplets (8-way) (See
Supporting Data)

280 0.13 99.4/0.7 2.1/97.9

cells 2100 0.38 91.1/8.9 19.8/80.2
embryos 282 0.13 99.1/0.9 8/92
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droplets using a 4-way junction geometry on the sorting chip
(Figure 2A,B), in which we injected buffer from one side, 100 μM
fluorescein from the other side, and oil perpendicularly. This
resulted in the stable generation of alternating fluorescein
(positive) and buffer (negative) droplets (Movie S1). Using a
470 nm LED light source and specific excitation/emission filters
(see optical setup in Figure 1) the fluorescence of the droplets
could easily be detected, enabling 2-way sorting with more than
99% efficiency on average (Figure 2C,Movie S2 and Table 1). To
demonstrate the sensitivity of the system, we further performed
sorting of droplets showing fluorescence intensities differing by
as little as 20% at up to 2.4 Hz (Movies S3 and S4). The
minimum fluorescein concentration that could be detected was 5
μM using the highest electronic gain. In this setting, saturation
occurs at concentrations exceeding 250 μM (Figure S6). This
sensitivity is clearly below that of a FACSmachine. However, our
platform is based on imaging data (in principle also allowing to
sort for colors, shapes, and other phenotypes) and could be

upgraded with more expensive cameras or better optics (e.g, of
an existing microscope), in case higher sensitivity is required.
Using a Braille display with a total of 64-pins further allowed 8-
way sorting of droplets with different fluorescence intensities or
differently colored droplets and also enabled the transfer of
individually sorted droplets into the wells of a 96-well plate
(Supporting Data, Movies S5−S7 and Figure S8).

Cell Sorting. To show the versatility of our device, we also
focused on the sorting of cells based on fluorescence, which is a
standard application in cell biology. We mixed 2 populations of a
Hybridoma cell line, one stained with the viability dye Calcein-
AM green and another with Calcein-AM blue. Starting with a 1:1
ratio, the sample was injected into a 2-way microfluidic sorting
chip (Figure 3A), excited at 488 nm, and imaged at 10-fold
magnification. A threshold was set to gate only on the Calcein-
AM green positive cells (Figure 3B), such that whenever a green
cell passed the detection point, the Braille pin opened the green
channel momentarily for 300 ms, while in absence of any green

Figure 3. Sorting of green and blue stained Hybridoma cells. A 1:1 mixture of these cells was injected into the microfluidic chip and sorted according to
the fluorescence in the green channel (A) AutoCAD design of the sorting chip. Orange and blue circles depict the inlets and outlets of the chip,
respectively. (B) Time lapse image series of a sorting event. Active sorting was performed by connecting the outlets of sorting chip to the inlets of the
valving chip via an 8 cm piece of tubing (location of valves as described in Figure 1). A green fluorescent cell (highlighted by black arrows) is detected and
sorted into the collection channel (left) upon switching valves 300 ms post detection. The field of view corresponds to the section highlighted in blue in
part A. (C) Fluorescence analysis of the cells in the collection (left) and waste (right) channel.
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signal all liquid was diverted to the waste channel. A total of 2100
cells were sorted at a rate of 0.38 Hz (Movie S8) and
subsequently analyzed by fluorescence microscopy (Figure
3C). This revealed a sorting efficiency of >91% (see detailed
results in Table 1). Staining sorted cells additionally with
Calcein-violet (cell viability dye) further allowed determination
of cell viability following sorting. Cells showing a double positive
green/violet stain indicated that they were alive prior to the sort
and after the sort. Cells being positive in the green channel only
indicated that they had died during the sorting procedure. The
obtained results (Figure S7) clearly indicated that the cell
viability is not significantly affected by the sorting procedure
(>99%). To work under sterile conditions, PDMS chips can be
sterilized in many different ways as shown previously.19 In our

hands, flushing the chip with ethanol was sufficient and also
allowed for using the same device at least 10 consecutive times.

Drosophila Embryo Sorting. Next, we focused on the
sorting of bigger objects such as Drosophila embryos, which are a
powerful model system in developmental biology.20,21 These
embryos are approximately 520 μm × 180 μm × 180 μm in size,
for which reason we designed a deeper sorting chip (Figure 4A),
while still using the same valving chip as before. Starting with a
mixed population of fluorescein stained embryos (positives) and
unstained embryos (in a ratio of 1:1), the samples were injected
into the microfluidic device and imaged at 4-fold magnification.
In order to implement sorting, a threshold was set so that the
auto fluorescence of the negative embryos did not trigger
switching of the valves, while fluorescein-stained positive

Figure 4. Sorting of Drosophila embryos (A) AutoCAD design of the microfluidic chip. The collection channel was used for collecting fluorescein-
stained embryos while unstained embryos were sent to the waste. Orange and blue circles depict the inlets and outlets of the chip, respectively. (B) Time
lapse-imaging of a sorting event within the field of view highlighted by a blue rectangle in part A. Active sorting was performed by connecting the outlets
of sorting chip to the inlets of the valving chip via an 8 cm piece of tubing (location of valves as described in Figure 1). A green fluorescent embryo was
sorted into the collection channel upon switching valves 750 ms post detection (measuring the pixel intensity across the green line). (C) Fluorescence
analysis of the embryos in the collection and waste wells.
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embryos could be specifically sorted (Figure 4B). Subsequent to
the sort, the collected embryos were analyzed in the collection
and waste wells (Figure 4C).
A total of 282 embryos were sorted at a rate of 0.13 Hz (Movie

S9) and subsequently the deep channels were imaged and
analyzed to determine the sorting efficiency. There were minor
sorting errors observed during the sorting experiment that lead to
1 false positive (out of 106 in the collection channel) and 14 false
negatives (out of 176 in the waste channel) as shown in Table 1.

■ CONCLUSION

We have developed a highly flexible microfluidic platform
capable of sorting objects of various sizes, ranging from a few to
several hundred micrometers. Using droplets, cells, and multi-
cellular organisms, we have successfully demonstrated sorting
based on both bright light and fluorescence imaging at a maximal
rate of ∼2.4 Hz. Noteworthy, the response time of our sorting
system (Supplemental text and Movies S11 and S12) is just 20
ms, thus allowing amaximum theoretical throughput of 50Hz for
evenly spaced objects such as droplets. Without doubt,
professional FACS sorters enable much higher throughput, but
they come at significantly higher cost and cannot process
droplets or low cell numbers.
Furthermore, our system could be used for high-content

imaging based sorting, which is so far not possible using
conventional FACS instruments. For this kind of application, the
throughput-limiting factor is image acquisition and analysis,
rather than the fluidic control. In line with this, our design
revealed that flexible and expandable PDMS chips tolerate the
closure of all valves (while continuously injecting liquid) for time
periods of up to 2 s, thus enabling objects such as Drosophila
embryos to be completely stopped during image acquisition
(Movie S10).
Independently of any specific sorting application, the low cost

of the system should allow for widespread use in biology. The
price of the components used in the sorting platform shown here
is about U.S. $6800 for a custom-built stand-alone prototype and
mass produced devices could probably be manufactured much
cheaper. Furthermore, our microfluidic sorter could be mounted
on existing microscopes and imaging platforms, thus roughly
saving another U.S. $3100, while enabling more complex optics
(Table S1). Inexpensive fluidic switches can also be realized using
solenoid valves.22 However, compared to these, our approach has
two main advantages: First of all, the Braille valves are aligned
with the channels and thus produce minimal or no dead volumes.
In contrast, external solenoid valves typically have dead volumes
of several microliters which are not tolerable when working with
precious samples or limited material such as primary cells.
Second, the Braille system is very compact and can be fully
integrated into existing microscope platforms.
Taken together, we believe that our microfluidic sorter nicely

complements existing FACS and μFACS technologies, with
particular benefits for the sorting of rare cells, complex specimens
(such as droplets or large multicellular organisms), or samples
that should be sorted based on imaging.
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